“We’re All Kinda Crazy”: Smokejumpers and
Western Forests1
Adam M. Sowards, University of Idaho
My last jump I hit a rock the size of that fireplace, hit it with both
feet, rolled off and dropped about 6 feet on my head, my knee still
hurts. . . . You’re really concentrating to get down there and be safe
and not break your leg or back or anything. When you do you just
feel this elation, “Wow, I’m alive.” I think we’re all kinda crazy,
maybe even neurotic. . . . Then the next thing is, “Okay, I’m okay, my
partner’s okay, now let’s get to that fire. They’ve dropped your bags
and all. Then you start to work the hard work, sometimes it goes two
or three days without much rest.
—Stan Tate2
Introduction
Stan Tate got it right: They were all kind of crazy. They jumped out of airplanes
and then fought forest fires. And they loved it. Oral histories with nearly thirty
smokejumpers and forest firefighters from Idaho, most who jumped between the
1940s and the 1960s, reveal the centrality of the experience to their lives.3 It was a
period of intense work in often fabulous natural settings usually at a time in men‘s
lives when they were becoming independent adults. No wonder their years
jumping became a touchstone in their lives; no wonder regular reunions kept these
men in touch as many as six decades after the experience.
But this collection of oral histories illustrates more than the individualized
experiences of a few men and their adventurous work. It explains the process of
smokejumping, a notable strategy in the U.S. Forest Service‘s firefighting arsenal.
Moreover and uniquely, the oral histories offer a window into the values these
workers had about the work they did, the environments in which they did that
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work, and the policies underpinning it. Although historians have examined fire
history from environmental and policy perspectives, seldom have the experience
of wildland firefighters been subject to historical analysis. The distinctiveness of
smokejumpers‘ experiences and voices illuminate the unique life of the fireline,
while their perspectives on fire policy demonstrate a range of evolving opinions.
This, too, is partially a history of place. The Northern Rockies in Idaho
have been site to iconic forest fires and critical innovations in fighting forest fires.
Understanding this place through the historical prism of firefighting grounds the
region‘s history physically and experientially, a central task for environmental
history. This article specifically examines smokejumpers who worked primarily
out of a U.S. Forest Service (USFS) base in McCall, Idaho. Compared with the
base in Missoula, Montana, McCall remains fairly anonymous in the historical
record. Accordingly, bringing a larger context to Idaho firefighting shines light on
this important and neglected place.
This work places smokejumping within its larger historical perspective.
The smokejumping program emerged in 1939 at a time of unusual convergence.
Technological innovation and available personnel allowed this pioneering
program to become an exemplar of initial attack strategies. Furthermore, it
developed during the Forest Service‘s total suppression management paradigm.4
Smokejumping has survived relatively unchanged for more than half a century
even while foresters‘ understanding of forest ecosystems has transformed and fire
management strategies have similarly evolved because of changing public values
and scientific priorities. Consequently, jumpers looked back through a lens of
significant environmental and policy changes that colored their views of their
work and the forests. For instance, the greater number of large forest fires in
recent decades, often called ―project fires‖ by smokejumpers, made many jumpers
glorify their own work in suppressing fires, while the rejection of the total
suppression approach to fire management could be a profoundly confusing, even
nonsensical, change to some jumpers. Indeed, the new policies and practices of
the fire community did much to influence these jumpers‘ accounts, producing
nostalgia about their work and the supposed simpler, easier, and better methods
before environmental regulations and policy permutations. And nostalgia was but
a short step from resentment or feelings that their work had been devalued.
Besides rooting this account in place and time, this work also implicitly
comments on historical methods. While firefighting and the Forest Service have
been studied through environmental history methods, existing work has remained
focused on institutional practices and environmental consequences. Broad policy
4
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developments, big personalities, and ecological calamities thus dominate fire and
USFS historiography.5 Mining oral histories reveals a different view of fighting
the flames for the Forest Service; it is akin to labor history, an on-the-ground
perspective that illuminates practices, experiences, and attitudes of the firefighters
themselves. Accordingly, it pays attention to the social context of the
smokejumpers, their backgrounds and attitudes toward the forests, and their ideas
about the policies they carried out.6 A clear meaning that emerges from this
collection is the strong sense of camaraderie developed in training and on the
fireline. This sense of fellowship deepened smokejumpers‘ connections to each
other and strengthened their sense of their work‘s value, again contributing to a
well-honed wistfulness evident in their recollections.
In addition, this essay contributes to the historical literature through
several thematic elements of environmental history and pushes them in new
directions. Historians have begun paying attention to the different ways people
know nature. More than a decade ago, historian Richard White highlighted the
different ways laborers experienced nature compared with those who primarily
recreated in nature.7 Building on this insight, this essay examines how
smokejumpers understood the landscape in which they worked, as well as their
understanding of their role in managing the forest‘s ecological functioning. This
approach helps identify whether there may be a disconnection between official
policy statements and practices and the workers who carried them out. In this
respect, this essay builds on the tradition in environmental history of showing
how relationships between elites and non-elites play out on the landscape.8
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Finally, this piece focuses on the reciprocal relationship of people and place—
how place affected people, and vice versa—a key theme of environmental history.
Smokejumpers tended to come to their work with experience in the out-ofdoors. Being in nature, often in a recreational way (e.g., hunting or camping),
generated in these men a deep love for forests.9 They shared an attraction to
working in the outdoors, the adventure it entailed, and the camaraderie generated
in the crucible of dangerous work. The jumpers believed this experience changed
their lives, and some continued to work within the Forest Service and moved up
into managerial positions. Those with longer experiences in fire tended to
transcend the total suppression paradigm and developed a deeper understanding of
both ecological principles and the delicate balancing act of policy initiatives. In
this respect, the article brings to light an important distinction: those who jumped
for a few years were less reflective or questioning about USFS fire policy and
were apt to view prescribed burning or any policy that was not total suppression
with skepticism, while those with a longer experience with fire developed a
greater appreciation for nuance in fire policy and the more select, limited role for
suppression and smokejumping. In the end, these oral histories give voice to these
woods‘ workers and give light to the differences between policy and practice.
The Policy Context
Since 1910, much of the history of the Forest Service can be
translated into a succession of efforts to get firefighters on fires as
soon as possible—the sooner, the smaller the fire.
— Norman Maclean10
Whether they realized it or not, smokejumpers working out of McCall,
Idaho, labored in a storied region. Through the majority of the twentieth century,
the fire history in the northern Rockies reflected critical fire problems, and the
Forest Service‘s institutional responses there pioneered strategies to be applied
throughout the national forest system. This region, then, was a trailblazer in USFS
fire policy, with roots reaching back to 1910.
The forests of mountainous Idaho evolved with a fiery presence; its
geography and history required it. Climate means thunderstorms frequently occur
in summer and fall as westerly winds smash into the rising mountains. Lightning
strikes in Idaho‘s pine and fir forests kindled fires frequently for centuries, and
some species required fire‘s heat to germinate. As one smokejumper observed,
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―nature intended everything to burn and regenerate the forest.‖11 In the longue
durée through most of Idaho‘s mountain landscapes, anthropogenic fire remained
fairly uncommon because of the region‘s rugged terrain and small indigenous
population. When Euroamericans arrived in the nineteenth century, new sources
of ignition remade fire‘s geography in the northern Rockies. Railroads pierced the
mountain forests and industrial mining operations occasionally spewed sparks and
ignited fires.
Nineteen-ten took things to another scale and launched a formidable
policy approach.12 Spring drought turned the forests of northern Idaho and
western Montana into ready kindling. Lightning strikes in late August set the
region off into a frenzy of fire, burning three million acres, the majority of which
were in national forests. On these public lands, the fledgling U.S. Forest Service
sought to prove its worth. Although foresters had already been debating whether
fire might play a legitimate role in managing certain forests in particular
circumstances, the memory of the 1910 Big Blowup‘s destruction burned deeply
in USFS administrators‘ minds. Using fire as part of forest management seemed
patently absurd to any forester who had seen the region aflame. Accordingly and
quite understandably, in the aftermath they pursued a total suppression policy
toward fire, a policy that continued for decades as an unambiguous approach to
fires on public lands.13
Twenty-five years later, the Forest Service articulated its control policy
even more clearly in response to another Idaho fire. Known as the 10 A.M. policy,
it became the stated mission to control every fire by 10 A.M. the following day. If
that was not achieved, firefighters would work to stop it by 10 A.M. the next day.
And on and on ad infinitum. The 10 A.M. policy was inspired by the 1934 Selway
fire in Idaho‘s central backcountry, a fire that blazed for six weeks and took 5,000
firefighters to control. But in reality, ―control‖ was elusive. The USFS had spent
two and a half decades pursuing suppression and building up a control
infrastructure (e.g., lookouts, roads) only to be all but overwhelmed by the Selway
blazes. Rather than reconsider the suppression paradigm, Forest Service officials
enshrined it further with the 10 A.M., a catch-all national pursuit that remained
the overriding policy until the 1970s. There was a political, if not ecological,
clarity to such a policy. And when it changed, some saw policies as ―a little
fuzzy‖ by comparison.14
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Into such a place and time came the latest innovation in forest fire control:
smokejumpers. The 10 A.M. policy became feasible during the 1930s only
because the Great Depression chased unemployed men into the woods to work
with conservation programs such as the Civilian Conservation Corps, so they
were on hand to provide labor on the fire lines. New Deal programs also furnished
the emergency financial backing to pay for such labor.15 In 1939, the USFS first
used smokejumpers. When World War II drew millions of young men out of the
woods and into the armed services, the experiment would have withered except
the Forest Service used conscientious objectors to fill in the gap. After the war,
surplus technology further allowed backcountry firefighting via parachuting
firefighters. Such a tactic provided a glamorous addition to the USFS‘ firefighting
repertoire. Smokejumping worked particularly well for initial attacks in remote
backcountry regions, on small fires that could be contained quickly while still
small and controllable by small crews typically of two to eight. The program
became quite popular and an important public face to the Forest Service‘s overall
firefighting program.16
Smokejumping came to McCall, Idaho, then, because of the convergence
of geographical, historical, and political factors. McCall rested at the edge of a
vast, rugged, forested landscape largely protected from agricultural and industrial
developments so that when lightning or human ignition touched down there
would be fires. As a small Idaho mountain town, McCall also inherited a
proximity to historic fires that prompted national policies. Furthermore, the
smokejumping program arose at a moment of excess personnel, followed shortly
by surplus equipment from the Second World War. Armed with a clear mission,
sufficient laborers, and available technology, the Forest Service pursued its total
suppression management strategy aggressively, using young men dropped out of
planes.
For many smokejumpers, the 10:00 A.M. policy remained the touchstone.
Elmer Huston‘s remark was representative: ―That was a good policy, they tried to
maintain control of the fire by ten o‘clock the following day. And if they went
vision. See 278-81. The ―fuzzy‖ comment comes from Woody Williams (April 5, 2001), 10.
Changes in humidity in late morning contributed some ecological reasoning to the 10 A.M. policy,
but an institutional sense of control was overriding.
15
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through one day, they expected to have it controlled the next day at ten o‘clock. . .
It gave you something to work for, to get that goal met, you know.‖ Huston
precisely captured not only the policy‘s intent but its simple brilliance—there was
absolute clarity about the ends. Initial attacks, like those in which smokejumpers
specialized, saved money because they minimized fire size and thus cost. Woody
Williams, who spent his entire career with the Forest Service in firefighting and
fire management, appreciated such benefits of the 10:00 A.M. policy: ―But really,
the emphasis in my part of the world was cost-effective suppression action where
you minimize total costs. And total costs being the sum of suppression costs and
resource loss.‖ Early suppression meant smaller fires and more savings. However,
Williams recognized that the 10:00 A.M. policy goal did not—could not—apply
everywhere. As Jim Larkin stated, ―it wasn‘t realistic but it was a policy.‖17 Like
so much in resource management, the 10:00 A.M. policy represented an ideal that
could not be perfectly implemented on the land. It also represented an ideal
conception of nature, a nature that could be controlled by human hands and
institutional mandates.
But nature, humans, and institutions change. Though the 10:00 A.M.
policy lasted for more than three decades, by the 1960s and 1970s budgets could
not keep pace with suppression and firefighting costs, and too many fires still
escaped into big burns. Factors external to the Forest Service also urged fire
policy into new directions. Many Americans had become passionate defenders of
wilderness and wild processes. From this perspective, fires were natural;
suppressing them was unnatural and thus wrong. Meanwhile, ecological
understanding improved so that foresters recognized that some species and some
forest types depended on fires. With public values and scientific knowledge
changing, the Forest Service had to adjust its total suppression approach, and the
10:00 A.M. policy was a casualty.18
A constellation of policies arose to take its places, a suite of ever-shifting
and ambiguous approaches that often frustrated or mystified smokejumpers.
Prescribed burning became an important tool for the Forest Service. Such burning
entailed preemptively firing a landscape, provided that the conditions allowed for
a relatively safe fire; ―[b]etter fires of choice than fires of chance,‖ according to
fire expert Stephen J. Pyne.19 Although ―there is always some risk in any
17
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proscribed [sic] fire program,‖ as Woody Williams pointed out, the approach can
reduce fuel build ups and can burn in more predictable conditions. Williams
favored prescribed burning as a part of an overall firefighting strategy, but in
addition to the inherent risks, he identified the potential problems concerning
threats to people and property, as well as air quality. In the end, he and others
wondered whether, given the broader constraints, a prescribed burning program
could be carried out on the scale necessary for it to be beneficial.20 At an extreme,
Bud Filler, a timber businessman, unequivocally proclaimed: ―I would say
probably as a conclusion, I‘ve never seen a good fire. I don‘t know why they have
controlled fires.‖21 As such comments demonstrate, prescribed burning occupied
an ambiguous place for smokejumpers and the broader fire community; it was no
panacea.
More controversial was the let-burn policy, especially as it related to
wilderness areas and modern environmentalism. As Pyne has pointed out,
throughout most of human history, let burn was the common practice; only
recently did governments marshal great resources to snuff out fires. The changing
values that accompanied the rise of environmentalism and the ascendance of
ecology in forest management often emphasized letting nature run its course. In
wildlands, then, agencies let fires burn if administrators determined that
conditions would not make the fire endanger life or property. Simpler said than
done, of course – and far less straightforward than the 10:00 A.M. policy.22
Smokejumpers whose careers largely preceded these shifts in fire
management culture often disliked the more nuanced policy and bristled at the
restrictions required by the 1964 Wilderness Act (such as the ban on motors,
including chainsaws, within wilderness boundaries) or the 1970 National
Environmental Policy Act (such as the requirement for environmental impact
statements). Take Elmer Huston as an example. He felt that without chainsaws
Forest Service workers were unable to attack or get to fires as aggressively in
central Idaho‘s wilderness areas. ―[T]hey are losing lots of money there,‖ Huston
argued. ―Because they are not keeping the trails up—because if they could use
them chainsaws back in that wilderness area, and they would not hurt a thing, not
a thing. But they say well, people do not want to hear them, or it scares the game.
That is a bunch of bologna. I would like to hear a chainsaw out there, if I could
20
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walk up and down a trail, you know.‖23 Huston‘s value system clearly held little
space for wilderness. He also expressed a longing for a past golden age when
firefighting was simpler, less rule-bound, similar to Leo Cromwell. Recalling
years past with fondness, Cromwell felt smokejumpers in his day ―put a lot of fire
out without having a lot of classes on how to do it and just using common sense.‖
With the new rules instituted as part of the environmental law revolution of the
1960s and 1970s, it became more difficult and less fun to fight fires, Cromwell
thought: ―It was a lot more fun when you could just get the job done, and that was
to put the fire out. Well now you have to be careful how you cut your stumps, or
you can not cut certain trees and certain things. And some of it seems a little bit
ridiculous to me now. And . . . I know they have the reasons, but I liked it a lot
better, I liked it the most in the ‗60s.‖24 To be sure, remembering the past with
such nostalgia is a common enough human tendency. Managing fire and
associated resources obviously became far more complicated since Cromwell‘s
time. The policy, scientific, and ecological contexts all changed since the 1960s.
Some jumpers, such as Harold Eshelman, did not see it simply in those terms,
however: ―I do not know if they have the dedication, people are as dedicated as
they used to‖ be.25 It was easy to criticize recent efforts at forest fire management,
which was—is—a hugely complex situation created by decades of
mismanagement. There were—there are—no panaceas.26 To see the problems as a
mere lack of dedication is sheer reductionism. Sentiments like those of
Eshelman‘s and Cromwell‘s represent a central theme of these oral histories. They
symbolize, on the one hand, a love of their past work and sense of its importance,
and, on the other hand, how subsequent changes to the management priorities
under which they labored prompted a sense of resentment. Nostalgia and
resentment were two sides of the same coin. The smokejumpers interpreted their
time through the powerful and influential prism of policy changes.
Changing natural resource laws and policies always reflected new social
and political values, as well as new understandings of ecosystem science. Perhaps
not surprisingly, most smokejumpers were not interested in analyzing those
subtleties. Primary in their minds were the sheer differences between the regime
under which they fought fires in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s—total
suppression—and what they saw around them during the interviews in the 1990s
and 2000s—a sometimes-bewildering array of policies and practices, none of
23
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which seemed to be working as forests burned spectacularly almost every
summer. As the Forest Service began to let some fires burn or even to set fires,
some smokejumpers might be forgiven for thinking the agency had lost its way.
After all, what had been their raison d’être—putting out all fires as soon as
possible in the deep Idaho backcountry—no longer held as the prime objective of
forest firefighting. It is easy to see why veteran smokejumpers might think their
efforts, their hard work, had been devalued. It had taken a lot of work and
experience to get into that position.
Jumpers’ Background
Smokejumping required special qualities. Not everyone is willing or able to fight
backcountry fires, a potentially dangerous occupation to be sure. Personal
backgrounds thus are revealing. Many of those jumpers who spent time in the
1940s, 1950s, and 1960s in McCall fighting fires after dropping 1,500 feet from
airplanes came from families where fathers or uncles or brothers spent time
working outdoors for the Forest Service or some other natural resource agency.
Or, the jumpers had themselves worked in other parts of forestry.27 In addition,
smokejumpers knew or grew to know the land and appreciate its beauty. Many,
like Harold Eshelman, grew up in Idaho and recreated in the outdoors. Eshelman
remembered, ―We were always an outdoors family. We loved going out camping,
fishing, hunting, and all that kind of stuff. We were out there all the time.‖28 Such
activities familiarized these men, when they were children and youths, with the
value of western forests for non-extractive purposes. For several smokejumpers,
the landscapes of northern or central Idaho were overwhelming in their beauty.
One jumper initially worked on the blister rust eradication campaign in northern
Idaho, a particularly boring job in the western woods, but he found it ―great
country, really beautiful, virgin stands, humongous red Cedar trees, and clear
water and air and all of that.‖ Such a setting compensated for the tedium of his
work. Primitive and wild country simply was impressive and a good place to
spend time.29
27
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For those who came from other, flatter places, like John Krebs from the
Midwest, Idaho‘s mountains had particular allure: ―I fell in love with the country
immediately[. F]rom the plains at Kansas to the mountains of Idaho is quite an
experience.‖ Indeed, Krebs who had planned to join the seminary figured, ―the
Lord did not want me there, especially after showing me these mountains.‖30 H.
Gene Crosby concurred: ―I think you are surrounded by God [in the forest], you
cannot get away from his creation. . . . If you spent enough time out in the woods
and out in nature, the mountains, you just have to realize that there are certain
truths that kind of fit when you put them all together.‖31 These types of spiritual
reflections, of course, represent a long line of cultural responses to American
nature and also suggested that enjoying remote, beautiful places was nearly a
prerequisite for the job.32 Although being strong, physically fit, and somewhat
crazy certainly helped. A Forest Service official history of smokejumping even
explained that early on parachutists were ―regarded (and with some justification)
as crackpots, publicity-loving daredevils, or just plain crazy.‖33
Collectively, smokejumpers had similar backgrounds and landscape or
recreational preferences. They also necessarily were willing to take risks in their
work. Together, these commonalities and more made the camaraderie they
developed occur more naturally and quickly during training and subsequent work.
The social environment of smokejumpers contributed significantly to the routine
and experience of the work.
Smokejumping Training
We would get a fire, get it out, pretty much get back in, and go out
again.
- Elmer Huston34
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The smokejumping routine was simple, as Elmer Huston‘s succinct
description suggests. And although there have been many technological
evolutions and policy changes since smokejumping began, as Woody Williams
remarked, ―the basic job [of firefighting] has not changed any over the last 50
years.‖35 However, there were several stages to backcountry firefighting generally
and even more for smokejumping in particular. These smokejumpers‘ comments,
then, are deceptively simple.36
Smokejumper training was rigorous, mentally and physically. As much as
half the training occurred in the classroom. Jumpers learned about the fire
triangle—heat, oxygen, and fuel—and how eliminating any one of those three
would subdue a fire. Staff taught about weather patterns and fire behavior to assist
jumpers when out on the fire line.37 Most jumpers remembered the physical
training far more than the book learning, though. Robert Montoya claimed the
―physical training was so bad that I wanted to go home.‖ Jumpers ran everywhere,
he remembered, and they were punished for mistakes by being made to do fifty
push-ups. Calisthenics and other physical activities hardened jumpers‘ bodies.
One piece of equipment stood out to most jumpers who described it as the torture
rack. This simple device stabilized jumpers‘ legs while individuals leaned
backward, upside down until their heads touched the ground. It strengthened
several muscles, increased flexibility, and proved very hard on knees (and was
eventually discontinued). Especially in the earlier years, jumpers were broken in
by working in the woods, sawing and chopping logs, ―the best conditioning that
we could have got,‖ according to A. Glen ―Ace‖ Nielsen. Even though Montoya,
like many others, arrived at training in McCall believing he was fit, he soon
discovered how much better his physical conditioning could be. By his first fire
jump, Montoya recalled, ―I was in excellent physical condition,‖ and Bernie
Nielsen noted ―physically, we were really in our prime.‖ This initial training
transformed young men into both knowledgeable and physically-hardened
firefighters.38
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After classroom education and physical conditioning, it was time to jump.
New recruits initially practiced jumping from towers thirty feet high. They also
practiced landing by rolling off the back of pickup trucks driving slowly around
the airfield to simulate hitting the ground from the air. Eventually, they took to the
air. Roger (Rod) Davidson remembered that by the time of jumpers‘ first training
jumps, they were well prepared. ―I am not sure I paid much attention to my first
training jump,‖ Davidson said, ―because it was sort of go up and fall out, and you
were all trained.‖39 Davidson‘s casual recollection implicitly praises the highquality training he received and made jumping seem easy. Similarly, in his classic
book on smokejumping, Young Men and Fire, Norman Maclean captured the
beauty and coordination of parachuting to a fire:
Jumping is one of the few jobs in the world that leads to just one
moment when you must be just highly selected pieces of yourself
that fit exactly the pieces of your training, your pieces of equipment
having been made with those pieces of yourself and your training in
mind. Each of the crew is sitting between the other‘s legs, and all
this is leading to a single act performed between heaven and earth by
you alone, all your pieces having to be for this one moment just one
piece. If you are alive at the end of the act, it has taken about a
minute—less, if you are not alive. The jump is that kind of beauty
when everything has to be in perfect unison in order for men to
commit themselves to what once done cannot be recalled and at best
can be only slightly modified. It becomes the perfectly coordinated
effort when a woof is heard on earth as the parachute explodes open
within five seconds after the jumper steps into the sky.40
In Maclean‘s telling, the jump is intricately orchestrated, a thing of beauty where
training, equipment, and individual ability coincide to produce the perfect act.
Despite Davidson‘s nonchalance and Maclean‘s poetic musing, others
seemed to pay far greater attention to their initial jumps, and the memories seared
into their minds in not altogether fond ways. Most of McCall‘s smokejumpers
faced their first jumps with some trepidation. Several jumpers specifically
mentioned the intermingling of fear and excitement, apprehension and
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eagerness.41 The fear could get the better part of even trained smokejumpers. Ken
Hessel recalled one experienced parachutist who ―got in the door to jump, ex[A]irborne, had done it before. And he looked down there at those trees and said,
‗I‘m not going.‘‖ This particular veteran stopped his smokejumping career before
it got started, afraid of jumping into a forest. Another smokejumper, Tommy
―Shep‖ Johnson, faced initial reticence. A friend suggested to him, ―I can get you
on with the [F]orest [S]ervice with the smokejumpers.‖ But Johnson declined:
―[Y]ou‘re crazy! There‘s no way that I‘d jump out of an airplane.‖ Johnson
conquered that fear and between 1956 and 1962 made more than 100 jumps for
the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management.42
Despite the training, which calmed most jumpers, others still struggled.
Reid Jackson remembered that some ―fellows get a nervous stomach and they
cannot hold their meal down. There was a Dramamine and that type of stuff,
Tums for the tummy. We had one fellow that all you had to do was say, ‗Suit up,‘
and [h]e would start to throw up. A fellow that is affected that way really should
not be jumping.‖ Describing a similar situation, Bernie Nielsen recollected ―one
guy that always got sick in the airplane. I can particularly remember this one jump
we made where he was in the door with his foot on the step getting ready to jump
when the spotter said ‗go‘ and he got sick right there. He barfed all over the step
and we had to all go through it as we got out [chuckles]. He said later that the nice
thing about those mesh masks on your helmets—they save the big pieces
[laughter]. That smell is really tough up there in an airplane when you have to sit
there awhile.‖ Fortunately, such extreme physical reactions were rare, but made
for great, long-lasting stories.43
Nevertheless, smokejumpers who kept their meals down still faced
challenges. Larry P. Moore sat at a McCall bar one evening after his first two
training jumps talking with other rookies – or ―Ned Newmans,‖ as they were
called. Moore marveled aloud at how ―once you take a step out of that door,
everything is dark until the chute opens and then everything, you can see again.‖
An old-timer sitting in the tavern overheard the discussion and set them straight:
―Well, you cowards, you are closing your eyes.‖ The next time out, Moore
concentrated on keeping his eyes open, and, sure enough, he could see. To shore
up his courage, ―Shep‖ Johnson described what surely was a common coping
mechanism: drinking beer. As his first jump got closer and closer, ―the more beer
you drank at night.‖ Johnson also would drive out of town to contemplate his
41
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upcoming jump: ―But until after the first jump, I was scared to death. Then things
after the first one kind of got easier, easier, and easier.‖ While Johnson steeled
himself with liquid courage and solitary contemplation, Bernie Nielsen may have
made his first jump only out of fear of what others would say. ―I guess the reason
I made that first jump was I didn‘t want anybody to think I was scared,‖ Nielsen
remembered. It was no easy task: ―[F]or me I totally blacked-out from the time I
left the plane until my parachute opened.‖ In time, however, Nielsen became
accustomed to the jump sensations, and ―after a few more jumps then you start to
become aware you are falling through the air until your parachute opens. Then it‘s
a nice ride to the ground from there.‖ Nielsen‘s experience was instructive. From
blacking out to enjoying the ride, smokejumpers grew into their jumping
experience.44
These stories show just how difficult it was to prepare for this job, before
smokejumpers even got to the fire. Training taxed their physical and mental
capacities, while preparing their minds and transforming their bodies. As jump
time neared, smokejumpers geared themselves up for the inevitable challenge of
leaping from a plane. Those first jumps produced increasingly strong physical
responses: closing eyes, vomiting, blacking out. But successful jumpers learned to
quiet, if not fully vanquish, their fears. The jump itself was typically the most
dramatic part of smokejumpers‘ routine. It certainly is the part that captured the
imagination of the public.45 However, after clearing the plane‘s door and floating
down through the air supported by thin parachutes, smokejumpers still faced
hazardous tasks. Jumpers were, after all, primarily firefighters.
Firefighting Itself
The smokejumping program was designed for initial attack in backcountry areas
to stop fires from spreading. In the absence of roads, airplanes offered the
quickest and sometimes only practicable way of getting firefighters to fires
quickly enough to stamp out small burns before they blew up into big, less
controllable ones, sometimes called project fires. As Bernie Nielsen stated, ―We
were the first people to get to a fire. That was really the purpose of smokejumpers
because they could get us there quickly and usually stop the fire before it got big.‖
Jim Larkin also recognized this purpose: ―The only way that you can keep fires
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small, the only way that you can control them literally is hard, fast, rapid initial
attack.‖46
Before battling the blazes, jumpers had to land. If the ground was
especially rocky or there were few openings, jumpers aimed for the trees. As Bud
Filler reported, ―tree landings, if you hit the trees right, are pretty soft. It‘s a soft
landing and you don‘t hit the ground.‖ Some smokejumpers developed a
reputation for preferring tree landings. ―Ace‖ Nielsen enjoyed such a name,
especially when he managed to hit the single tree, a dead snag, in the middle of an
open meadow. Such renown was long-lasting and spread throughout the region,
because jumpers were a tight-knit group. Soft landings were important, because a
wrong landing could easily break an ankle as Leo Cromwell experienced when he
―went into the side of the cliff and just snapped my leg off my ankle right above
my ankle[.] I broke both bones to the fibula, just snapped them off.‖ Although
Cromwell‘s injury sounds quite traumatic, ankle and back injuries were fairly
common to jumpers, demonstrating again that smokejumpers faced threatening
work environments.47
Once on the fire, jumpers‘ jobs were straightforward, as some jumpers
remembered. Firefighting was ―not a terribly sophisticated activity,‖ Jeff Fereday
maintained. ―[I]t‘s physical, it‘s mental, it‘s reaction time, it‘s somewhat athletic I
guess you‘d say.‖ Throughout their work, they kept, in J. Charles ―Hawk‖
Blanton‘s words, a ―pretty substantial appreciation for what a fire could do.‖ That
respect was warranted, as H. Gene Crosby recollected: ―[W]e had some really
adventurous times. . . . Mostly scary, it was scary. In fact, it was all scary
[chuckles].‖ Dale Matlack remembered flames two to three times as high as the
trees that were burning and, in an understated remark, called fires ―pretty
unpredictable.‖48 Fighting forest fires clearly had inherent risks, yet the oral
histories focus consistently—perhaps surprisingly—on the more routine work
itself.
Firefighting in the woods might not have seemed ―terribly sophisticated,‖
but smokejumpers did rely on more than brute force. They understood and applied
their knowledge of fire dynamics. ―Oxygen, fuel, and heat. All it takes is three
things to have a fire,‖ said Harold Eshelman. ―You have got to have fuel, you got
to have heat, and you have got to have oxygen for the fire to burn. You take away
any one of them, and your fire is a lot more vulnerable for you to control it. And it
is going to be out.‖ Recognizing these elemental relationships, jumpers set out to
46
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rearrange them. ―Fires . . . are all predicated on how much fuels are feeding it,‖
Rod Davidson explained further. ―So you want to divorce the fire from the
primary source of fuel, get away from the fuel.‖ To do so, jumpers most
commonly dug a fire line using a shovel or a pulaski, a practical tool designed by
an Idaho hero from the 1910 fires that combined into one tool an axe and a hoe.
Jeff Fereday described fire lines as ―building essentially what amounts to a trail
down to mineral soil of anywhere from a foot to maybe five or even more feet
wide.‖ And Davidson continued, ―You make sure that everything in the fire that is
burning [is out] through the use of dirt, shovel scraping, or anything, to make sure
the fire is out.‖ Jumpers reconfigured fuel loads on these small fires by throwing
dirt on the fire and scraping the ground down to unburnable bedrock around a
perimeter to prevent flames from spreading.49
Smokejumpers deployed other practices to fight fire. A common strategy
was to set a controlled burn in advance of the fire so that the main fire when it
arrived would not have sufficient fuel to burn. Depending on size and location,
such a controlled burn was called a burnout (typically small and close to the fire
line) or a backfire (normally a larger preemptive strike on a broad scale).50
However, using fire to fight fire was not without critics. Ken Hessel claimed that
agencies ―burn up more resources with backfires than the fire would naturally
take itself if they left it alone, and that‘s a fact.‖51 Bud Filler was even more
emphatic: ―We never lit a backfire. We were instructed not to light a backfire. . . .
I don‘t think a backfire is good. I think there‘s [sic] places for it maybe in
California in grassy brush, but I don‘t think a backfire is good in Idaho. I‘ve never
been on a fire where I think a backfire is good. . . . That was our theory about
backfires because you build a backfire and now you have two fires instead of one
fire. . . . As a general thing I don‘t think backfires work very well.‖52 These
comments demonstrate a dogmatic approach to firefighting that was not
necessarily shared by Forest Service administrators or even all smokejumpers.
Others simply worried about the inherent danger that a backfire could get away
49
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from the firefighters, an obvious drawback and risk.53 Despite these criticisms,
burning fuel away to assist in firefighting remains an important tool in fire
management.
At the foundation, fighting forest fires required subtle knowledge and
adaptable application. Although smokejumpers trained hard early in the season
and knew basically what to do, learning the ―art to fighting fire‖ came from
experience, as Robert Montoya recalled. The USFS ―usually try to jump an old
guy and a new one.‖ While in the airplane before the jump and on the line
working, there was ―constant training, constant,‖ with an ongoing mentorship
between experienced and inexperienced jumpers. ―[Y]ou just relied on the
experience and expertise of the older jumpers until you obtained some expertise
yourself,‖ reiterated Larry P. Moore. No training at USFS centers in McCall or
Missoula could replace on-the-ground work, a truth articulated by Harold
Eshelman: ―[T]here is a certain amount of book [learning], but most of it is
practical experience.‖54
After jumping, confronting the fire, learning the ropes, and putting the fire
out or yielding to larger ground crews, smokejumpers left the fire. Firefighters
were not supposed to leave the fire until there were no hotspots for 24 hours.55
Cleaning up, or mopping up to use the firefighters‘ vernacular, was particularly
boring and ―really tedious work,‖ according to Gene McVey.56 After the last
smoke and mopping up, jumpers began the packout.
Packouts took several forms, depending on the location of the fire. Often a
packer with a muletrain would meet the jumpers in the backcountry, although
some recalled that such assistance came less than half the time. The mules would
lug the gear and then it was, Bernie Nielsen recalled, ―just a walk in the park.‖
This ―walk in the park‖ did not always materialize, though. Larry P. Moore
recalled one fire where the ―packer could not find us,‖ and so they walked until
midnight, made camp, and hitched a ride with a logging truck the next day. Reid
Jackson once took two days on a saddle horse to get off a fire, demonstrating the
real distance smokejumpers traveled by air to get to the smokes. Meanwhile, on a
fire northeast of McCall, Bud Filler could not hitch a ride or use pack animals.
Instead, he faced ―about a 14 mile pack with the full packs and there was no trail.
We were going through timber just about all the way. . . . That was a memorable
pack because it was through timber and a lot of dead fall so you had to be very
53
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careful of walking around the dead fall because the packs are so heavy they can
flip you really easy.‖ Similarly, Gene Crosby remembered one packout that was
through ―very steep, dense timber and almost solid Alder and vine type Maples
that, [they] were not rigid, you could not step on one without it whipping up and
swatting you, it was difficult to make our way through.‖57
Consequently, even after jumping from an airplane and battling a forest
fire, jumpers still faced hardship and possible injury. After one fire in Hells
Canyon, on the Idaho-Oregon border, Ken Hessel climbed cliffs, forded the Snake
River, stayed out with no food for more than thirty hours, and only covered nine
miles before finally getting out with help from some old miners.58 Less
dramatically, smokejumpers might follow a trail to a road to be picked up by a
truck or go to a nearby landing strip and await a plane.59 After catching their ride,
in whatever form, smokejumpers headed back to McCall and began the process
again.
The Meaning of Smokejumping
For the jumpers, the work was rewarding and the experience connected to larger
life lessons. Perhaps Woody Williams expressed it best: ―First, it is a challenge,
there is a lot of knowledge and understanding required to do the job, to do it
properly. There is a challenge unknown that you are going to be working in the
outdoor environment, you are going to see a lot of beautiful country and scenery
during the course of a fire suppression, you are going to develop a lot of
camaraderie with people you are working with, and it is a very enjoyable
experience for just a lot of the people that are involved in it.‖60 Williams‘ remark
encapsulates a common attitude among forest firefighters; there was an
excitement about the challenge, a love of the backcountry, and a deep social
connection with other jumpers.
Smokejumpers fondly recollected their time in the forest. Smokejumping
was far more than a summer job: years as jumpers marked a passage into
manhood. To Stan Tate, smokejumping was ―kind of a manly thing to do,‖ and
Robert Montoya felt the experience turned ―him into a man.‖ This emerging
masculinity melded into camaraderie suggestive of the way soldiers bonded in the
crucible of battle. Bernie Nielsen, a veteran and a jumper, found the experiences
57
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similar, because ―being a little hazardous gives you a real good feeling to be
around these people.‖ His brother, ―Ace‖ Nielsen, observed a similar dynamic: ―I
think there was a bonding that probably came about because it‘s a rather unique
way of making a living that‘s different. There‘s a bonding like there would be in
the military, if you were in combat in the military with a bunch a guys.‖ Dozens
of other jumpers also discussed this camaraderie and sense of brotherhood. Bud
Filler claimed that smokejumpers ―stick together forever.‖61
Smokejumping prompted other life lessons, too. Closely related to the
sense of brotherhood the smokejumpers above noted was developing trust and
teamwork, qualities necessary for success in many aspects of life. ―It is important
to trust people,‖ said Rod Davidson, ―and certainly I think the smokejumpers
were a great avenue for building mutual respect and mutual trust.‖ That trust
became all the more important because lives were often at stake.62
In such a heated environment, backcountry firefighters were forced to face
fear, be brave, and act decisively—sometimes beyond what they had believed
they could do. Gene McVey ―learned a lot about bravery and what is really
important in life‖ while firefighting, a common perspective. When Jeff Fereday
reflected on what he learned as a smokejumper, he highlighted an additional set of
life lessons: ―decision-making, leadership, and collaboration I think were
probably the three things that come back to me. I guess also just reinforcement
with regard to your physical place in the world, your ability to actually do things
with your body that you might not think you could have done—it was very much
a confidence builder as to what a human being can do if he really has to and if
he‘s disciplined enough to be in shape to rise to that occasion when the occasion
presents itself.‖63 Fereday‘s sense of accomplishment, of ability in tough
situations, could certainly have been reproduced in some other jobs, but not many.
For smokejumpers like Fereday, the time spent firefighting represented a
critical moment in their lives. The friendships made and the lessons learned gave
smokejumpers a sense of belonging and meaning to their work and their lives. It
61
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literature. For a popular example, see Stephen Ambrose, Band of Brothers: E Company, 506th
Regiment, 101st Airborne from Normandy to Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 2001). Maclean compared smokejumpers to both the Marines and fraternal
organizations. See Young Men and Fire, 27.
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is clear that smokejumping was more than a job; it was a powerful rite of passage
and set men‘s lives onto new paths.
Conclusion
I wish I could do it all over again. It’s been a great life.
- Jim Larkin64
In his 2001 oral history, ―Ace‖ Nielsen, a veteran Navy pilot and Idaho
smokejumper, reflected on his experiences: ―I had the privilege of getting to know
the backcountry, seeing some places that otherwise you just read about, even
today. . . . I look back and think what a privilege it was to get that experience.‖65
Gene McVey also remembered his firefighting days fondly:
I learned that physical ability is not always very important. The
emotions and adrenalin and luck can have an awful lot to do with life.
I learned that I am as good as anybody else, or just about anybody. I
learned that the beauty of nature in every aspect of life is really
enhanced by that experience. I have a very strong connection with the
land when I was little and after my dad died that connection was
broken to some extent. The intense interaction with nature and
observation of all the fire which a large fire entails really brought
down my focus more. That is something I still go back to in my mind
at times. Even though it can be frightening, it is very beautiful. I feel a
connection with that aspect of nature as much as the much more
gentler one.66
Nielsen spoke for virtually all the jumpers: they loved the environments in which
they lived and worked and counted this experience as a true privilege. And
McVey spoke for many who found something profound and life-changing in that
time in the forest. These feelings and others like them represent critical insight
into smokejumping, perspectives that have heretofore been hidden from the
historical record.
Smokejumpers came to their work with experience in the outdoors. They
bonded closely, as men, through intensive training and the often dangerous work
of fighting forest fires in Idaho‘s backcountry. That crucible seared the
experiences—and the stories—into their minds in particular ways. Their
smokejumping years were remembered as some of the best of their lives. But
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gazing backward also made them see forest firefighting today in a new light.
Since environmental and policy circumstances have transformed firefighting
procedures, many saw their work as somehow devalued. Consequently, they
asserted the superiority of their work and approach to smokejumping and
firefighting, a nostalgic praise of their own efforts and a resentful criticism of the
changes since their days in the woods.
So powerful were the memories of smokejumping and of particular fires,
Glen ―Ace‖ Nielsen claimed, ―It‘s easy to remember everything.‖67 Of course,
historians recognize that oral histories—like all histories—do not reveal an
unvarnished, objective, faithful rendering of the past as it occurred. Nevertheless,
these oral histories reveal a unique aspect to smokejumping history. They show
the feelings and unique experiences of a set of natural resource workers in their
own inimitable voices.
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